
2022 MCAS Sample Student Work and Scoring Guide 
 
Grade 8 English Language Arts 
Question 12: Essay  
 
Reporting Categories: Language and Writing 
Standard: L.PK-12.1 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
Standard: L.PK-12.2 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing. 
Standard: L.PK-12.3 - Apply knowledge of language to understand how language functions 
in different contexts, to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to comprehend 
more fully when reading or listening. 
Standard: W.PK-12.2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey 
complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content. 
Standard: W.PK-12.4 - Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
Item Description: Write an essay that analyzes characters in two passages on similar 
topics; use information from both passages to support the analysis. 
 
 
View item in MCAS Digital Item Library 

 

Essay Prompt  
 
For this question, you will write an essay based on the passage(s). Your writing should: 

• Present and develop a central idea. 
• Provide evidence and/or details from the passage(s). 
• Use correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 

Based on Starfish and The Poet X, write an essay that compares the importance of art in 
Kiko’s and Xiomara’s lives. Be sure to use information from both passages to develop your 
essay. 

 
 

Continue to the following page to see the scoring guides for this question. Sample student 
responses begin on page 3. The annotations that appear above each sample response 
describe elements of the response that contributed to its score for Idea Development and 
Standard English Conventions. 

 

  

https://mcas.digitalitemlibrary.com/home?subject=ELA&grades=Grade%208&view=ALL&itemUIN=EL911774388
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Scoring Guide for Idea Development 
Select a score point in the table below to view the sample student response. 

Score* Description 

5A 
• Central idea is insightful and fully developed 
• Skillful selection and explanation of evidence and/or details  
• Skillful and/or subtle organization 
• Rich expression of ideas  
• Full awareness of the task and mode 

5B 

4 

• Central idea is clear and well-developed 
• Effective selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Effective organization 
• Clear expression of ideas 
• Full awareness of the task and mode 

3 

• Central idea is general and moderately developed 
• Appropriate selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Moderate organization 
• Adequate expression of ideas 
• Sufficient awareness of the task and mode 

2 

• Central idea may be present and is somewhat developed 
• Limited selection and explanation of evidence and/or details 
• Limited organization 
• Basic expression of ideas 
• Partial awareness of the task and mode 

1 

• Central idea is not developed 
• Insufficient evidence and/or details 
• Minimal organization 
• Poor expression of ideas 
• Minimal awareness of the task and mode 

0 The response shows evidence the student has read the text, but does not address the 
question or incorrectly responds to the question. 

 
Scoring Guide for Standard English Conventions 
Select a score point in the table below to view the sample student response. 

Score* Description 
3A 

• Consistent control of a variety of sentence structures relative to length of essay 
• Consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity and/or 

length of essay 

3B 

3C 

3D 

2 
• Mostly consistent control of sentence structures relative to length of essay 
• Mostly consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity 

and/or length of essay 

1 
• Little control and/or no variety in sentence structure and/or 
• Little control of grammar, usage, and mechanics relative to complexity and/or 

insufficient length 

0 Sentences are formed incorrectly with no control of grammar, usage, and mechanics and/or 
insufficient length. 

*In both Scoring Guides, letters are used to distinguish between sample student responses that earned the same 
score (e.g., 5A and 5B).  
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Idea Development—Score Point 5A 
This fully developed essay begins with a brief introduction mentioning that both the painter and poet are 
talented but “nervous about showing their work to other people,” and are “worried that they won’t like it.” 
The central idea presented in the essay seems to be limited at first, but develops into an insightful 
understanding of the passages, expressed with skill in the body paragraphs: the artists’ anxiety relates to 
their deep commitment to and love of art. In the first body paragraph, the importance of art in the life of 
Starfish’s Kiko is revealed by her paralyzing anxiety, which prompts her friend to show Kiko’s work to a 
prominent artist. The writer of the essay clearly understands that Kiko’s emotions go beyond mere 
shyness: “If only she stood up for herself, . . . she would’ve felt more confident. . . . she needs to stand up 
for herself.” The second body paragraph develops the idea that the character of Xiomara from The Poet X 
shares Kiko’s distinct kind of anxiety. Xiomara “knows that she is good” yet fears “another person sizing 
her up and judging her.” To Xiomara, her poetry is private, and the fear of sharing something so loved has 
its dangers: “she needs to stand up for herself, or else she will live her whole life in a state of self-doubt 
and regret.” The depth of the characters’ fears is developed in the third body paragraph: their self-
deprecation is a result of their respect for and love of art. They are inspired by and in awe of other artists, 
but “in order to become like their idols,” they must overcome their personal fears before they can fully 
realize their own “growth and opportunities.” The essay develops an insightful central idea supported by 
skillful selection and explanation of evidence from the passages. Ideas are richly expressed, and full 
awareness of the task and mode is clear.  

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3A 
Sentences are varied and show consistent control of sentence form: “Her teacher tries to be understanding, 
but Xiomara perc[ei]ves it as another person sizing her up and judging her, which only leads to her 
delaying her decision even more.” The clarity and coherence of this complex essay are supported by 
consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics. 
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Idea Development—Score Point 5B 
The introduction provides a general view of the importance of art to Kiko and Xiomara: art helps them 
express their emotions, “even though those [expressions] are so personal they must be private.” The deep 
meaning of art in both lives is skillfully expressed by the writer. Kiko’s “deepest emotions, as well as 
heart and soul have been put into these pieces, and she is very private about this, only sharing with a 
select few.” Like Kiko, Xiomara is self-critical and does not want others to judge her work. Both 
characters lack confidence in their art and fear that “insult may prevent them from looking at their work 
the same way again.” In spite of both characters’ internal resistance, “[t]hey may want to eventually 
[pursue] a career in their art forms, and are ta[k]ing the next steps to do so.” In looking at art schools, 
Kiko shows that she considers art “a serious career path,” and “she feels so proud” when an accomplished 
artist is willing to recommend her. The essay also notes that Xiomara’s immediate actions affirm her love 
for the art form: “Xiomara is trying to do poetry outside of the club, to express themself, and to be who 
they are, even without organized practice.” And as the writer notes—they will pursue their futures in art 
seemingly without the support of their parents. The brief conclusion emphasizes the characters’ 
determination and ends by expressing a belief they must share their talents: “earth without art is just ‘eh,’ 
and eh isn’t very expressive or inspiring.” 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3B 
The essay is complex and demonstrates consistent control of grammar, usage, and mechanics. Sentence 
forms are varied and complex, supporting an effective flow of ideas: “Her deepest emotions, as well as 
heart and soul have been put into these pieces, and she is very private about this, only sharing with a 
select few.” 
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Idea Development—Score Point 4 
The central idea in this essay is well-developed. The introduction presents both the artists’ strong 
connection to their work and the barrier that their shyness creates: “They both are very passionate about 
their art, and they both have people who have seen their potential, but can’t see it themselves.” The body 
paragraphs explore each artist’s commitment to art and need for encouragement. In the first body 
paragraph, Xiomara “almost feels connected” to a poster announcing a poetry event at her school; Kiko 
“really notices the small aspects of art” as she analyzes works displayed at an exhibition. Both artists’ 
need for support is developed in the second body paragraph, as the encouragement offered by Xiomara’s 
“Twin” is seen to equal the help Kiko receives from her friend Jamie. The essay is effectively organized 
by ideas, and presents a coherent view of the artists’ relationship with their work. There is clear 
awareness of the task and mode. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3C 
This essay demonstrates consistent control of standard English conventions. Sentences are correct and 
varied in form: “Xiomara finds this poster and almost feels connected to it. Also, in Starfish Kiko is very 
passionate about her art and she really notices the small aspects of art.” Some errors in usage and spelling, 
typos, and missing commas do not detract from the overall demonstration of control: “Then in The Poet X 
we meet Xiomara who loves to express herslef through her art of poems but also is very shy and to 
herself.” 
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Idea Development—Score Point 3 
This moderately developed essay provides a general view of the importance of art in the characters’ lives. 
The brief introduction states that art “affects them differently,” and this idea is developed for each 
character in the body paragraphs. The first body paragraph presents the idea that Kiko “doesn’t take any 
pride in her work” and is self-conscious about it; yet her self-consciousness turns to self-approval after 
being affirmed by a prominent artist: “After getting aprooval from Hiroshi, she feels so good about 
herself.” Art and recognition of her talent are both important to Kiko. The second body paragraph 
presents Xiomara’s passion for poetry: the poster for the Spoken Word Poetry Club “stops time for her 
and she thinks that it is the best thing ever.” Although the writer states in the introduction that “Xiomara 
is just doing [her poetry] as a hobby,” the essay still emphasizes her passion for the art form. Overall, 
details from the texts support the central idea and there is sufficient awareness of the task and mode. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 3D 
The essay is somewhat brief but sufficiently complex to allow demonstration of consistent control of 
standard English conventions. Sentences are correct and varied in form and convey significant ideas: 
“This one flyer on bare white paper with not much writting on it stops time for her and she thinks that it is 
the best thing ever.” Minor spelling errors, such as “writting,” and a few awkward sentences do not 
detract from overall control. 
 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 2 
This limited essay focuses on the characters’ “insecurities about their works and about themselves.” The 
first body paragraph presents Starfish’s Kiko responding to Hiroshi as evidence that “Kiko is insecure 
about her work, and thinks that it is no good compared to [the work of] a famous artist.” In the second 
body paragraph, the writer quotes The Poet X to show that Xiomara is equally insecure about her work, 
and concludes “Xiomara is too scared to go onstage and show a wide group of people what she has 
written.” Though a central idea is present, details from the texts are not significantly developed. 
Organization is limited, with a simple, formulaic structure: a central idea in the introduction and brief 
discussions of the characters in two body paragraphs. Expression is basic and there is partial awareness of 
the task and mode. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 2 
The essay shows mostly consistent control of standard English conventions in relation to the length and 
complexity of the text. However, the writing is too brief to give evidence of consistent control, and errors 
are noticeable. 

 

 

Back to Scoring Guides 
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Idea Development—Score Point 1 
The central idea of this response is not developed, and ideas are not clearly expressed. The vague 
statement that the importance of art in the characters’ lives “shows what’s also part of them and what 
they’re good at using their skills” is followed by a minimal summary of incidents that reveal more about 
the characters’ self-doubts than about how art is important in their lives. Organization is minimal and 
coherence is weak. There is minimal awareness of the task and mode. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 1 
Despite relatively few errors, the response is overly brief and shows little range in sentence structures, as 
well as little control of grammar, usage, or mechanics. 
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Idea Development—Score Point 0 
The response shows minimal evidence that the student read the passages. The main characters are named 
but the response does not address the question. 

Standard English Conventions—Score Point 0 
This single run-on sentence shows no control of standard English conventions. 
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